Donnica Moore, MD To Receive Lila Wallis Women’s Health Award from the American Medical Women’s Association (AMWA) at AMWA 107th Annual Meeting at 8 PM ET on March 26, 2022

(Schaumburg IL)—March 25, 2022—On Saturday, March 26, 2022, at 8 PM ET, women’s health expert Donnica Moore, MD will receive the Lila Wallis Women’s Health Award from the American Medical Women’s Association (AMWA) at the 107th Annual AMWA Meeting, which runs March 24-27.

The Lila Wallis Women’s Health Award is presented to an individual whose lifetime achievements, accomplishments, motivations, mentorship, energy and enthusiasm for women’s healthcare, education, and research reflect the trailblazing achievements in women’s health exemplified by Lila A. Wallis, MD, MACP, AMWA Past President (1988-1989).

Dr. Moore is highly regarded as a women’s health expert. She is President of Sapphire Women’s Health Group, host of podcast “In The Ladies’ Room with Dr. Donnica,” of the Dr. Donnica YouTube channel and DrDonnica.com, and Editor-in-Chief of the book “Women’s Health for Life.” Dr. Donnica has done more than 850 television appearances including “The Today Show,” and “Good Morning America.” She has received more than 30 awards for her work in women’s health, including an Honorary Doctorate of Science from the State University of New York. She is an AMWA Board Member and serves on Medical Advisory Boards for many companies. Dr. Moore graduated from Princeton University and SUNY Buffalo School of Medicine. She underwent residency training in obstetrics & gynecology and family medicine.

“We are thrilled to recognize Dr. Moore with the Lila A. Wallis award for her exemplary contributions to public health education as a physician and women’s health expert,” said Janice Werbinski, MD, President of AMWA. “In the past two years, with the Covid-19 pandemic, we have seen the critical
importance of conveying clear, scientifically based information about healthcare to the lay public to help them understand and implement health measures called for by experts and authorities. We commend and thank Dr. Moore for her contributions around Covid, preventive care, and women’s health.”

**About The 107th AMWA Annual Meeting**

In response to the strain endured across the healthcare world during the last several years of the COVID-19 pandemic, the American Medical Women’s Association (AMWA) is focusing its 107th Annual Meeting on uplifting and energizing women in medicine to *Thrive with Tenacity, Humor and Hope*. The AMWA 2022 agenda offers something for every career stage. It features nationally recognized thought leaders who will inspire with their vision and offer strategies to manage the myriad challenges facing women in medicine. CME accreditation is provided by SIU School of Medicine. There are also student and resident tracks, and a 2-day medical school fair. All registrations include a 30-60 minute session with a professional physician coach, and for non-member physicians, registration includes membership in AMWA. For more about AMWA 2022, see our press release or visit our website: [amwa-doc.org/amwa107](http://amwa-doc.org/amwa107).

**About AMWA**

The American Medical Women’s Association (AMWA), founded in 1915, is the oldest multispecialty organization of women in medicine. Our mission is to advance women in medicine, advocate for equity, and ensure excellence in healthcare.
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